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THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TEACHER BEHAVIOR-TOW:DENTS AND STUDENT F'OLITICAL ATTITUDES: THE -DEVELOPMENT
OF POLITICAL CYNICISM
I

,A

Christine H. Rossell
Political Science Departtnent
1

Boiaton University

'

'and
9..

Willie D. Hawley.

nderbilt UniversIty.
ABSTRACT

This study testS"theVypothesis that the way in which teachers treat
studentS can havean effect oil their political attitudes. The sample conSists of '1, 625, stddentd:in 79:'Norsth Carolina Iiftkgrade classrooms. The
methodology consists of studentquestionnaires tapping their attitudes and perCeption,of their teacher's behavior, teiCher questionnaires, ,and classroom
observation. The findings of the stUdy. are that' when teachers treat,studente,
fairly, 'and are interested in their ideas 'and iSrahlexils, the studei,..its ate lesi.,
politically cynical. This effect is'uch
m stronger. for 'White children;
for
blAck"children, althoUgh it still exists for the latter. We also find 'that black_
children are more cynical than white children. They alsojkperceive thernselVes
as-.being treated leSs fairly and "democratically" than white children do., In
addition, while white children's parents' education and support for their schoolwork .is negatively andqinearly related to political cyncism; black children have
a curvilinear relationship betyreen parents,' education and support for schoolwork
and theft political cynicism. This is because high levels of parental education
and'suptort for schoolwork will be associated with high levels of'political knowledge
regarding the low general status of blacks in our society, and this produces
political cyniciem. Nevertheless, this scan still be moderated by teacher behavior.'
,
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The Relationship Between Teacher.
.:-..',Behavior Toward Students

gtudent.Politic41 Attitudes:

the Development of Political Cynitism*

by
Christine H. Rossell
and

Willis D. Hawley
.

Every society seeks to indoctrinate its young,tO believe i
%;

be.itabject to its political system and the values which sustain

In most societies, schools are seen as the main social

system.

4nstrument through which this objective is to be achieved.

Thus,

industrialized societies like theAnited States expend enormous
energies .and money in efforts at political socialization.
In the United States, the professeck goals of political social-

ization include'imparting "facts" about political institutions;
insuring loyalty

o and, affection for national, state, and local

governments; crea ing,interests in various types of political
participation;

nd insuring certain minimal levelssof commitment

to due process, fair play, equality before the law, and such civil

liberties as free speech andjeligious freedom.

Of course, the

'substantive meaning given to these general goals and the emphasis

given the specifid objectives varies in relation to the character,

istics of the subjects and-the local school system.

This paper proceeds from the assumptidm that a.large part of

;

whatever impact schdols have on political learning is attributable
to an "implicit civics curriculue' that is, the behavior of teachers
and the nature of the classroom environment they help to create
and maintain;

The notion that

teacher behavior and the classroom

* The research reported in,this paper was madepossibTe-by a grant from
the Spender Foundation to Willis Hawley: We are very grateful for their
We are also indebted to Tom Heath, and especially to Philip
support.
Yen, both of whose research assistance has been most hel/Pful.
"6"-

f
rules and norms are "lessonS" which students learn is, of course,'
Indeed, this notion has been given considerable life in

notnew.

recent years by such radical educatibnal ,reformers cis Illich

(1971):and'

Kozol (1967) and anthropelogists studying sex roles (Saario, Jacklin, and
Tittle,1973; ServiR and,O'Leary, 1975).

UnfortUnately, Most of the

literature on 'the hidden cu-rricultim"" (Jackson, 1968) -- a misnomer

since it is not hidden from studeRts

is, based almost entirely on

personal experiences or impressions ofthe authors or authors cited.
There is a need to examine:the impact ef teacher behayion and Classroom
structure more systematically and objectively.

The Process of Political Learning:

Some Theoretical ASsomptions

There are some. scholars who argue, as does Greenstein (1965:166))
that much of an individual's :orientations toward politics already.has

become fixed by late adolescence.

This belief that early socialilation

constrains and structures later political learning, called' '4iMerinting",.

by Easton and Dennis (1967), is found in a number of studies'and
syntheses (Cf. Hess, 1.963; and DawSen-And Prewitt, 1969).

using in-depth interviews

Recent.research by KnOtsoR (1974:39)
comes -0 similar conclusions:
1

"Thus it appears that. while the chiles knowledge
of'matters political is inexact and imcomelete,
the vessel into which this knowledge is being
peured is largely formed by the time the childbegins the process of formal socialization."
..Because the early researchers ep polittcal socialization focused on
the formative and limiting character of childhood experiences On poli
\

'tical learning, they concluded, not surprisingl Y, that the strongest

influence on a child's political attitudes and preferences was the
family.

Indeed some went so far as to contend that most of pre-adult

political learning took place in the family (e.g. Davies, 1965).
Although parents are important in shaping the dispositions of
their children, more recent research suggests that the degree of
parental influence is substar4ially less than was earlier assumed.

For example,Jennings and Niemi

1974) have found that, overall, the

-3-

party affiliations of parents accounts for about one-third to one-

:

fourth of the yariation in the partisanship of their high school age
children.

(Yet, partisan affliation and preSidential candidate choke

show the greatest relationsbivbetween the_ political` diSpOSitiOns-of
.

parents and children.).

Connell (1972),

(Niemi, 1 974 :: 126-128).

after reviewing studies. conducted from:1930 to 1965 (also 4ncludes

/

respettA

that parental influence on political attitudes -7 even with
p

-

4

to such things as CommunfsW4irejudlce and political parpCfpation --

is weik**contradittery,: blildren't experiences, he therefore
argues, are the doMinant shapers of political dispositions.

Thus, there is increasing evidence
of the Influence of factors'
_
/

other than the family on the political socialization of Children.
c
These include school related experiences,.peers, an4, mestJeently,

..,

.

I

the cultural context of the neighborhood Orsubcommunity in WO

the child lives aaros
1978:176).

and *bl-son.,1974.; Guttafsson, 1974; ROSsell,

Of all these factors., the \knle that is most possible
,

to alter is schools.,

.

-- 'TwO'.6ontinuing problems associated with Improving or purposively

manipulating educational environments, however,.are that there

is,

:

.

no-comprehensive theory of human learning, and there is little
sYsiematit.researalthat has been.cOnducted in social settings.
,:(e.g. the classroom) which would yield theories of learning.

Most

efforts to specify.the process by which po itical.learningoccurs

turn out to be definitiont of different typ s of processes or
statements about.simple correlations, rather than explanatory or
predictive propositions.
\

The 'socialization research that has 'deal,

with the impaCt of

schools, has usually focused on the formal curricula.

This research

whith seeks to determine Iheter exoosure to social studies. courses.
affects,pOlfticallearning, generally indicates that such explicit
lessons,in themselVes, have little consequence (see, for'example,
Ehman, 1969; Langton and Jennings, 1968; Price,11951; Farmer and.
\

German, 1972; and Horton, 1963).
'qrpssman (1974), however, found that

igh school students' report

of Oe number of courses they took dealing\with controversial issues

A
had a small relationshio to greater toleration oFdissent.

It is not

clear,'
however, whether the Causal variable is the formal. curricula
N

O,

heay in which the teacher taught thecourse and handled the
discussion.,

While there is little evidence tha.

conventional curricula signi-

ion of political knowledge, skilIs,or

ficanily affects the acquls

)attitudes, this does not me n that instruction cannot, if properly
conceived and delivered, hiv

mpact. :Several studies of experimental

efforts to influence political learning in partTeulai. directions

\suggest that'the formal curriculum can,be an effective, if not powerful,
socialiiation mechanism.

(Tapp and Kohlberg, 1971; Patrick, 1972;

Litt, 1963;lellman and Sears, 1971; Cox and Cousins, 165; Mainer,
i

1963; and Button, 1974)

.
:...

Almost all studies. of'the impact of, curricula Tgnore an obvious

.intervening variable:

the nature and quality, of instruction.

As Dawson.arld Prewitt (1969) note, "The teacher's role as

cOnveyerof consensus values Is so widely assumed that,few studi s

of politicallOcialization haVe investigated it."

Because teachers

are products of the same political socialization for which they are
agents, it is usually presumed that th

would have no effect on

attitudes independent of the curniculum.
This Assumption is incorrect. The 1

erature on therole of

teadbrt and effective learning indicates that teachers play a
considerable role in determining the effectiveness of curriculum
(Jones, 1968).

Instructors modify the curriculum they teach., by

.undermining, omitting or adding.elements and by giving emOhasis
consciously or not, to particular issues or topics.- Harvey (1970)
and Flajders (1970) have shown how the structure of a teacher's

belief system influences Olt disposition of students to be cooper-

ative with ld supportive of others, more partici ative in class,
and mot` capable of abstract thinking.

Langton a d Karns, (1969)

and Button.(1974) find that greater opportpnjty t

discuss

controversial issues 'results in a greater sense of political efficaCy

and a greater tolerance of dissent.

Ehman finds not only this

relationship, but a positive impact on attitudes toward participation

and citizen responsibilWes.

On the other hand, Jennings, rhman,

and Niemi (1974) foUnd nonsignificant relationship between teacher
attitudes toward in-class eXpressivity, or the handling of .controversial issues and a range of- student orientations.

However, they

di not measure actual teacher behavior or student perception of
teacher behavior.

Jennings, ;Man, and Niemi (1974), and Jennings (1974)

found that students perceptionS that they are treated fairly im
school enhance feelings of perSonal and political trust and have a
small positive impact on a sense of political efficacy.
-0

The Development of Political Cynicism
Most of the socialization research bylpoliticaT scientists has

'focused on the development* attitudes toward authority, esicially
the respect and legitimacy granted to leacters and.public institutions.

'The-political attitude we examine in this paper is political cynicism
(often called in the socialization research by its converse:

political

trust.)

The feeling thatleaders'are not to be trusted involves the
belief they will often be 'dishonest and will not act in the interests
of the people.

The scale we use in this paper to measure political

cynicism includes the following propositions
ponded on a 5 point Likert

to which students res-

type scale ranging from strongly agree to

strongly disagree:'

1.

The government cares a lot abOut what
we all think of any neWlaws.

2.

The. government is doing-its best to

.

find Out What ordin0 ary people want:
3.

.

The government does not try to
understand us.

.

Most politicians are too selfish
to care about ordihary people.

.5.

Once the goyernment pasSes a law,
there is no point in trying 'to get
it changed. \l

Erik H. Erikson (1963) and M. Brewster Smith (1968) have argued
that bAsic trust is essential for developing feelings ofdpersonal
adequacy.

Lane .(l959) also argues that persqnal trust, self-competence,

and trust in political leaders are all related.

Trust in elected

officials is only a more specific example of trust in mankind.,
the'long run,.this is-probably a projection of self-esteem.

In

Several

empirical studies have found a relationship between self-esteem and
political trust''amOng adolescents (Bachman, 1970; Kenyon, 1969;
Rodgers, 1972; Siegel, 1971).

The Nature of this Research

-"\-We propose to take this research in another direction.

We

intend to test the hypothesis thA the way in which teachers treat
their students can have an effect on ti4ir politicAl cynicism.

The

teacher behavior variables which we hypothesize might reduce a
student's political cynicism are -(in order of importance):

teacher's fairness toward a student, teacher's interest an a student's
ideas; teacher's opennecs to a studentv and of less importance

whether a teacher gives a student the opppritunity for self-directed
work, and the opportunity to work with others.
described in Appendix 1.)

(These variables are

The effect of these.variables on student

attitudes can be direct in the sense that the teacher's behavior can
serve as an example of positive behavior by an authority and thus

rfluence the degree to which students trust other political
authorities.

The effect can also be indirect in the sense ttiat how

the teacher treats .a student can affect his or her feelings of
.

.

self-esteem which in-turn affects their political cynicism.

The research reported in this paper differs.from previous c
research in several important ways._

st, we attempt to relate a

_7_

specific teacher's behavidr to her students' attitudes.

One serious

shortcoming of the existing research is that most scholars.conceptual.
ize.the environment in, terms of some schoolwide practice or the

"average" beliefs or behavior of all teachers in'a school or, at best,

all'

teachers with, whom the student has had courses (e.g., Ehman, 1969;'.

Garcia, 1972; Langton and Karns, /1969; Hess andTorney, 1967;.
Grossman, 1974; and Jennings and Niemi, 1974). -While Jennings,, Ehman,

and Niemi (1974) do identify high sehool social studies teachers with

their students, they ignore other teachers with.whom the
student has contact.

Since teachers in most public schools. are

likely to be.ngticeably different in attitudes and style, aggregating

their beliefs or behavior distorts the student's eTrience.
Second, We have chosen elementary school students.(fifth graders)
as our subjects.. Virtually all of the, studies of-the impact of
school on 'political learning have analyzed high'sAhool students.

Yet,

there is some evidence that-a,considerable amount of politiaal,attitude
formation occurs before, high school (Patrick, 1972; Torney and Mossir,
1972; Hess

and Torney, 190): The research reported here focuses on

children at-an age when the impact of schools on political learning
shouldcbe-at its height.
Finally, this study includes blacks as 'well as whites.

Until

recently, political socialization research was conducted almost
exclusively with urban whites.' As it turns out, race is an important
variable explaining variations in political learning and the
influence of various socialization agents (e.g:, see Abramson, 1972;
Jennings and Niemi, 1974: 195), and thus generalizations made from
the earlier, all white analyses are limited in their application.

DATA AND METHODS

The Sample

,

The sample consists of children in 79 North Carolina fifth

grade classrooms.

A random sampling procedure was untilized to

stratify schools by race, median family income, and degree of
urbanization.

Although resource constraints necessitated limiting
4,4

the sample to North Carolina schools, we attempted to maximize the
generalizability of'the findings by excluding the coastal and
mountain regions of the state--both of which have distintive
cultural traditions and somewhat dnique socioeconomic character.

istics.

Two cities--Chapel Hill and Raleigh--were excluded because

of their rather unique populationt-Huniversity. and/or governMent
employees.

Only one school denied us access. 'Thereare 2,142

students and 7.9.teachers in the sample .(all female);

.

this sample(was then reduted.to 1,625 cases becaute 517 stud6nts
did not know their parent's educational background.

This reduced,

sample has roughly the same.proportion,of males and females and
blacks and whites, as the total "sample.

mightexpect, however,

thafthose whodo not report their kren0 education are disOrp7.
poftionately from f.;milies with lower educational backgrounds).

The fifth grade was selected.because,:as other research suggests,-

children aged 10.12 are experiencing-arOmportantperiod in th

develop-

jnentOf their politipl attitudes. and because most students have
relatively intensive contact with only one teacher until the ninth
grade.

Once children enter junior high school, they may have seven
.

.

to twelve different teachers in a given school year and tracing the.

linkages-between teacher behavJor and student attitudes becomes very
diffiCultindeed.: Although our sample included "'open -classrooms ",

and other variations* the self-contained classrooM,

Multi age grouping

in every case. students spent the bulk of th4ir.day with:one professional
teacher.

All of the school systems studied professed to be desegregated.

There.are no 01 black classrobms, although thei-e are two all white
classrooms in this sample.

We were told that' children were not

socioeconomically or alipility grouped by classrooms.
,.

.

Many class-

\

rooms, however, were internally organized by ability' in some subjects,
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but this,was'not analyzed as.an explanatory variable bec.aUse i.
,proved. too difficult:to MeaSure.

Methodology
The central:methodologjcal'shortcomings of eXisting'reseech,on the
role of teachers in shaping political:-values and attitudes hive to do

with the neglect or inadequate treatment of key independent variables,particularly teacher behavior and classroom environments.

The meth-

odology used here was developed as part of a larger study of how
children acquire attitudes and values that might have political
consequence.

We call this methodolegy, the Assessment'of Classroom ifilitical
Environments.

The system has six components which serve'to reinforce

each other and aid in'the diseritanglement'of ehauSalffy:

(1) a

procedure for observationiof student-teacher interaction, (similar'
Fl

der'S, 1970); (2),a sociogram-type map of the classroom and

s udent-teacher relationships; (3) a/checklist assessment

observers

of various.aspects of classroom structve or cliMate; (4),anexten4ije
student questionnaire read to students in the absence.of teachers or
-other school personnel; (5) a teacher quetTbrinaire, and (6) conten
analysis of,relevent learning materials (text's, etc.).

This paper

draws primarily on the'studept questionnaires.

ThAstudent'questionnaires tap student perceptions of teacher
r c
behavior and classroom structure, as well as their own attitudes onpolitically relevant issues. ,/t seems clear to us that the most
important factor influencing, student learninkjs what a student
perceives and internalizes rather than objective reality:

At the

same time, it is possible that student perceptiorpwof such teacher
traits as openness, responsiveness and fairneSs are likely to .be

nced by student's priorevels of cynicism, trust of.autfiority,
,iprior-'levels
and similar predispositions..The observers'. characterizations of

student-teacher interaction and the classroom environment provide
.,

-

us with additional evidencejo establish the direction of influence.
Each of the texts and supplementary publications- use'diregularly

in the classrbom were examined to determine ifthey treated various
political and racial issues differently.

Since North Caro1ina has

state approved textbookS and curriculum guidelines, there was little

variation in the materials utlized, and,hence theway materials treated
issues and values did not vary,s1gnificantly from classroom to classroom.
Curriculum; then, is a constant.

HYPOTHESES

r./

.

1,

The literature disaissed aboVe yields several
can be tested with our data.

hypotheses that

The primary issue we are concerned with

is the effect of a teachers behavibr toward astudent on his or her
trust of political authority.' ..On the basis of the research we have

discussed, we hypothesize that:
.(411 a teacher who treats a student in a fair and
manner will reduce the cynicism
with which that student perceives other authorities,
specifically political authorities.

,:z.''°democratic" 2

The literature also suggests that race and clsss may be important
background variables influtncing political attitudes.

Race and class

can b indirect measures of the type of political socialization being
carried out by the family.

Futhermore, there is reason to believe that

the political socialization which is carried out by the regime is class
and race specific (see Bowles and Gintes, 197b;" Squibb, 1973).

Most studies of.children's political.attitudes have found children
of lower class to be less politically affective, less participative, and
more, polifically cynical than those of higher class.

In general terms,

however, the theoretical basis, for - :considering parental education as an

impOrtant independent variable influencing attitudes is not well established.

The linkage between political attitudes apd values of !vents and their:"
children is more tenuous than earlier investigators thought and the
1

correlation of particular political beliefs with formal education is,
many issues, weak(see Stephens and Long, 1970).

on

We believe, however,

that since political cynicism is related to self-esteem, and that
children and adults of lower classes, are treated with less esteem by

their peers and superiors than children and adults of higher class, that
(2) children with parents of higher educat onal
attainmebt will be less cynical than children with
parents of lower educational attainment.

Race has been found to be one of the most4mportant backgroUnd

.

variables influenciffg the degree of polAical cynicism of students.

Virtually all of the research.finds that black children are more cynical
thah white children (Abramson, 1972, 1977;
Orum and Cohen, 1973;
and Jennings, 1968;
Dennis, 1969;

Rodgers, 1972;

Lyons, 1970;

Long, 1976; Ehman, 1972;

Langton

Bachman, 1968, 1669, 1970b; Kenyon, 1969, 1970

Laurence, 1970;

and Taylor, 1971).

Laurence, 1970;

Greenberg, 1969, Rodgers

Only Bachman, 1970a, using research frbm a 166esurve3;

found blacks-to -be less politically cynical than whites.

In his three

subsequent surveys (the last in 1969),however,-bpth blacks and whites
became more cynical, and blacks were now more cynical than whites.

Thus,

we hypothesize that
(3) black students are more politicallycynical than white students..

Abramson (1977) offers four hypotheses as to why blacks are more
cynical than whites.

These are

1) the political-education thesis:

black children are taught differently in school than are white children;

-12,
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2) the social deprivation thesis:

Black children's greater cynicism is

a result of socioeconomic influences; 3) the intelligence thesis':

black

children are less intelligent_thon white children; and 4) the political
reality thesis:

black and white children grow up in very di4erent

political environments.. Their different attitudes regarding how much one

can trust political authorities are simply a rational response to their
very different positions in society, both past and present. AbraMson
believes the fourth thesis is the most persuasive, the third thesis to

be of no value at all, and the first thesis to be the weakest of the' three
plausible theses.

We do not discount thesis number 1 as a viable

option, however, and believe our data can shethsome light on its"validity.
It is quite possible that black children's greater political cynicism
is explained by a number of theses, rather than just one.

The political

education thesis might be valid if we include in our definition ofipolitical
education, the "hidden curriculum" ; that is to say,,the implicit values
teachers convey to students by their structuring of the curriculum and
,their behavior toward students.

We hypothesize that

(4) blacks will View teachers as being less
interested in their ideas, less open to their
ideas, and problems,- less fair, as giving theM
less opportunity for self-direction and work-,
ing with others than whites will perceive their'
teacher.

Abramson notes that the main problem with the political reality thesis
as an explanation for greater political cynicism among, black children, is

:43-

that children,,unlike adU/ts, have little opportunity to engage irwl eality
testing with their political environment, nor do they have much p41 tical
knowledge.

Thus he,concludes that even if we accept as fastual tha

blacks

are deprived of political power and-have reason to zlistrust pblitical

leaders, we cannot assume that.black children know these facts.

on the degree to.which the Political attitudes of black a

The research

is are t ans.

.

mitted-to black childrencis contradictory. Dennis (1969) fo nd black ,hildren
no more likely than white children to,stare their parent's evaluations\ of
the trustworthiness of 'government officials.

Niemi's (1972) analysis \Oiows

blacks-to be more likely than whites to share their parents' level
political cynicisM.

.

of\\

We suggest it is possible that the contradictory firid-

.

ings may be a function of-the median` socioeconomic class of.each sample.

It seems reasonable to us that the usual positive relationship between class
and politital trust might work in the opposite way for black children ff the
political, reality thesis is correct.

This is because black children of

higher class may have higher self-esteem, but they would also have greater
political knowledge and hfstorical knowledge of the way that blacks have
3

been treated in this country.

In addition, they are more likely to

have parents_ who communicate this to them.

Therefore, we hypothesize

that

(5) black children of higher social class will
be more cynical than black children of lower
social class.

Parents are another authority whose behavior toward their children
might affect their childrens' political cynicism..

If parents show

support of and concern for their childfs school work' (whith includes

reading to them when they were younger), this may indirectly affect
political cynicism by affecting self-esteem,-and/or directly affect
political cynicism because the child may generalize from the concern
and support of parental authority and assume that political authorities
are also concerned and supportive.

Hence, we,hypothesize that

(6) parents_mho show more support of and
concern for their child's,school work will
have children with less political cynicism
than those parents who are less suportive of

16
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their child's school work.
If the validity of the political

We add one caveat, however.

reality thesis as an explanation for black children's political cynicism depem
on adult§ conveying to,black children information on their lower status,
in society, than it would not be unreasonable to assume that black children
who are close to,their parents and receive encouragement to do well in
school, are also receiving, information about the nature of white society.

if the information is accurate, it should be largely negative.

Hence,

we hypothesiie that
(7) black childrea whose parents are supportive
of their school work will be more politically
cynical than black children whose parents are
Less. supportive of their school work.
FINDINGS
,--\>

Table 1 shows the average perception of teacher behavior toward

TheSe data indicate two important

students broken,down by race and sex.
principles.

First,, girls see

as being more open to their

heir teacher

ideas and problems, more intere pati, in their ideas, fairer to them, and

as Oving them more opportuniti for self-directed work and to work with
others then boys do.

All of th se differentes

statically significant.

Seconck_and more; important for thin paper, black students see their

teacher as being less open to thei

eas and problems, less interested

in their ideas, and less fair than whites do.
perceptions are statistically Significant.

The first and last

There is no significant'

difference between blacks and whites in'terms of whether they perceive,
their teacher. as giving them the opportunity for self-direction and to
work with others.
These data, suggest there is some validity to the political education

thesis that Abramson (1977)rejecti.

That is to say, black and white

children see themselves'as being taught in a different manner:

blacks

with'less teacher openness to their ideas and problems, and less fairneSs than whites.

This is what we call( the "hidden curriculum."

These

data also support our fourth hypothes.is that black studentSwill perCeive
teachers as,

treating them in a less "democratic" way than whites
a

will.
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Table 2 shows the. average cynitisth of the students in our sample

These-data indicate no difference between

broken down by sex and race.
bays and girls which is

t surprising sihce there is no iterature to
re importantly,/our third hypothesis can

support such a difference.
be accepted:

Black childrenare significant /3/ more. cynical than white

children.

Table 3. shows the zero order correlati ns between political cyni'1cism
and teacher behavior towards students' for the entire sample, for boys and

girls, and for blacks and whites.

These data indicate that, before Controll/

ing for other.factors, all students have a reduction in cynicism when
.

/

their teacher treats them fairly and "deMocratically."

40hen we break this

down into groups of boys and girls, blacks and whites, we see that the
same negative relationship exists between each group and each teacher
behavior variable.

The teacher behavior variable which produces the

greatest reduction in politicaLcyniciSM is teacher fairness, folldwed by
openness, to student's idea,s. and problems, and interest in a student's
ideas.

The least important variables are the opportunity for self-direction

and working with others.

at

These data also indicate

that girls werience a greater,reductioR

in cynicism than boys when their teacher treats them fairly and "democratic-

in addition, whites have,a grelprreduction fn political cynicism
than dlackswhen teachers treat them fairly and "democratically," al/though`
both races are influenced. ,Thii'suggests that black political cynicism,
because it is more rooted in political reality than white political

cynicism, is less amenable to change bka peripheral authority.
Table 4 is a breakdown of political cynicisri by parents' education,

student's sex, and student's race.

It shows that the influence on class

is exactly the opposite for whiteS as it is for blacks.

131-acks are

more cynical at the highest parental ,educational level and at the lowest
(partially confirming hypothesis 5);.

tes show a positive, linear relationship,
t.,

In addition, at each

parental educational level, there is &Ace difference in terms,

of which sex is more cynical.
highest educational level.

For blacks,, females are more Onical except at the

For Whites, males are always more cynical than

-16-

females at every parental educational level.
.

Table 5 shows three complete equations:

the first for the en 4re

sample, the second. for blacks, and the third for whites. for each group,
the first column contains the
\

/

,

,

unstandardized Artial correlation coefficient

(b) for the equation,with the standard error of the .b coefficient in
parentheses.

)a e standard error is'larger than the b coefficient than
If ft

we cannot have any
cient.

onfidence in the direction of the sign of.the coeffi-

The second column, for each group contains the standardized

regression coefficient (Beta) which represents the standard deviation of'''

..

the-independent variable divided by the standard deviation of the dependent
varible,inultiplied by the unstandardized b coefficient.

have one star

are

Those coefficients which

significant at .01 or better using the F ratio, and

those with two stars are significant at .05 or better.

The equation for the entire sample indicates that blacks are more
,

politically cynical than whites anci.the higher a student's parents'
educational level,, the. less politically cynical they. are (confirming

hypothesis

)

black race

a dummy variable) shows no relationship for blacks because as we saw

The interaction effect between parents' education and

in Table 4, it is a curvilinear relationship. Hence the main.effect: parental educational
,

level (with a negative influence on political tynicism)yapplies only to
whites.

This is also true of parental support of, and concern for, school.

work.

-

The main effect 'variable indicates that for whites parental support

/for school work reduces politicalcynicism, while the interaction effect
between parental support and'black race 'indicates that for blacks, parental

support has no effect. Only two of the teacher behavior
variables significantly redfice political cynicism in students:

the teacher

oppriness to student ideas and problems,.and a teacher's fairness. This
equation then supports all of

0ypeitheses suggested abOce, and it

explains 13 percent of the variance in political. cynicism.

r

The next two equations are fois black-and whites separately. They confirm
the student background relationships shown in Table 3.
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)
equation for both parental education ad parental support for school
work.

The

behavior variables whiehreduced cynicism for the entire
sample remain statistically significant for whites. For blacks,.however,
the only teacher behavior variable which-is significant is a tgacher's
fairness. The black equation only explains 4 percent of the variance in
black political cynicism whereas they white equation explains 14 percent
of the variance in white political cynicism.
)

Summary and Conclusion
The research data presented in this paper supports the seven hypotheses
outlined at the beginning." Blac
children.

They also perceive the

children are more cynical than white
elves as being treated less fairly and

less "democratically" than whites do. Thus we find support for:Abramson's (197A
political education thesis.

We also find that teachers-who treat their

studentS VI a fair and "democratic" manner will reduce their political
.

cynicism.

The effect is stronger for whites than for blacks, but it does,

existforblacks.

0

We also find that blacks anfi whites have opposite patterns with
regard to the relationship between their background variables and political

cynicisC.- There is a curvilinear relationShip between a black student's parents'
educational level and their political cynic
For whites, it is positive linear
-relationship.

This suggests -theiOblitical reapty thesis Abramson (1977) offers is
also at least partially correct. That thesis Ws.predicated-on
on
assumption
that black children had knowledge of the political reality of the beihg blac

4

this country.

The research indicates. that the political-knowledge of childre
is greater, the higher their social class. Thus black children are
more Cynical
at low levels of social class because they are more likely to be treated
less well
than.Otbler students..

They have high levels of cynicism when they arAof high social

.class because they are-more likely tObe aware of the low status of blacks in our society.
greater if they are close to their child. and concerned with his or her
schoolwork.

\'
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Table 1

Mean.PerceptiOn of .Teacher Behavior

Toward Student by Sex and Race

nada

t
Openness

to StudeRts,.

Interested in Student Ideas.

.

7

7557257777

23.7

4.69

13.7

14.1

-3,52*

144

13.1

20.8

23.3

-3.38*

23.3

2.2

.13.1

12.8

-2.86*

1312\

12.9

-2.11**

1.3.1

1.05

dipportunity for Self-Direction

-.51

**itItestitgnificant at %05 or better.

7

22.6

Opportunity to Work with Others

signifiCant at .01, or better.

aus.

-2.45**

fairness

* West

t

Girls

12.8.

12.7

.

Table 2
,

,

Mean Cynicism by Sex, Race
TO

Race

Blacks

*SignifiCant at ,0001_,.\

Whites

15.5

14

398

1167

5.91*
A

Sex

4

Girls

Boys

14.6

14.4

7511

802

Table 3,

Zero Order CorrelationOetween Cynicism
and Teacher Behaflor Toward Student's'

CyniciSm,

\OpennesS to (Students
\

All

,Boys

Girls

-,28

-.24

4.31

-..23

-.18

Blacks

-.17*

.

Intreted in

Stucientldeas,,

lairries's

Opportunity to Work.With Others

Opportunity fOr Self-Direction

.14J

-.30

c,

-.19

.-.16

-.29

-.25

-.24

-.15

Whites

.

-,19

-

-.17

7.2

-.11

-.21

1

Table 4'

cynicism by Parents' Education., Race and Sex

Parents Education

Low

Sex

Male

Medium

Female

Male

.

:Female

5

Race

White

Black

15.1

155

15.6'

a

77

,White..

;14M

141

Black

:158

54

White

14.5

237

111

Black

15,0

86

,

White

Black

14,0

216

Male

Female

White

BlaCk

15.3

13.5

16,1

82

209,

38,

White

13:3,

201

23

Black

15.6

57

Table 5...

The Influence, of Teacher Behavior on a

Student's Political Cynicism

A11,

Student/Background Variables

b

.003

Male Sex.

/

Blacks

Beta

b

.0

-.055

(.198)

.

Black Race

-2.32

Whites

Beta.

-.01

b

Beta

-.329

.0,

(.231)

(.393)
- 26*

(1:08)

Par4nts' Education

-.337

-.007

-.15*

(068)
Parents' EduCation alack Race

.323

-.15*

-.343

0.

(.068)

(.112)

22*

(.132)

-.039

Parental Support of School WOrk
,

Parental Support X Black Race

.011

-.05*

(.023)
.058

.02

:

-,05**

-.038

(.038)

(.023)

.00

.05

.14**

(.042)

.06

N

Teacher Behavior, Variables

Openness to Students

-.071

.-.034

-.13*

(.02)
Interested in Student. Ideas

4r -.025:

-.038

-.02

.034
(.052)

Opportunity to .Work yith,Others

-....010

.

t022)
Constant

.21.456

.

.

.014

-.01

'.!.040

..03

-.073
(.043)

.033

-.04

-:000

N.

.13

1593

-.12**:

-.129
(.026)

18.20

2,1.80

.04

.14

* Significant F ratio at .01 or better,

** Significant F ratio at .05 or. better.

2j

398

.03

0

(.045)

:r2

r

4

(.060).

(.078)

-.18*

i..01

-..014'

(.051)

(*.101).,

(.039)

FairnesS to

-.04

( 41)
'.03

-j5*

-..078.

(.035)

(,054)

,(.043)

Opportunity for Self- Direction

-.117

1167

_,2l*
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Footnotes

1.

The reliability of this scale using Cronbachs' alpha coefficient is
.53.

.

"Democratic",is interpreted here as showing interest in a students
ideas; being open,to a student's ideas and problems, giving them the
opportunity to do self-directed work, and to work with others.

3.

Ehman (1969) finds that suppartive environments and open discussions
decrease cynicism in whites, but increase

it in blacks. 14tis may

be a fuhction of what is discussed in the open discussions.

If

blacks are educated as to theii- political status, then it would be
reasonable ttiat tidy become more cynical.

APPENDIX 1.

Student Attitude andepinint Scales

""

Teacher Interest in Student Ideas
1.

them.
Our teacher. respects our opinions and encourages us to express

2.

Does your teacher let yOu express an opinion different from hers?

3.

out
How often does your:teacher let you explore yoUr ideas and try
new ways of doihg things?

4.

My teacher is interested in my ideas.

5.

My.teacher:gives-me things to do that really make me thinkrather:than.
thingp just to copy or took at.

Reliability = ,64 (Cronbach's alpha coefficient) (Code:

Never=1 Always=5)

Opportunity for Self Direction
1.

How often does your teacher let you ask'questionsl

2.

try ot4
How often does your teacher. let you explore your. ..ideas and
new wayS of doing thingS?

3.

which is
How often does your. teacher let you choose an asSignMent
interesting to .you?

4.

about in your
How often do you.have:time during which, you can move
classroom?

5.

Does your teacher have you help each other in class?

Reliability = .56 (Cronbach's alpha, coefficient) (Code:
2.Coding for this question was' reversed.

Never=i

AlwaYs=5)

APPENDIX 1 (Cotinued)

Teacher Fairness
I.

Does your teacher try to settle things byllearing both sides?

2.

Is your teacher fair to you in her enforcement of the school rules?

Do you understand the reasons for any punishment you may:receive fromyour teacher?
4.

5.

My.teacher always gives into the wishes of the sate group.2

y teacherhs

"pen" or favorites who can get away with things that

I cannot. 2
6.

Do your princiPAL and teachers run this school in a way that is fair?

7.

My teacher grades me fairly.

8. .If. I get a grade on an assignment or my report card that I think is
not fair,, I can talk with the teacher about it and she .will listen
.carefully.

Reliability = .70 (Cronbach's alpha coefficient) (Code:

Never=1, Always=5)

Teacher Openness
I;

Our teacher respects our opinions and encourages us to express them'.

2.

How often does your teacher let you ask questions?.

3;

Does your teacher let you express an opinion different from hers?

4.

Row often does your teacher let You explore your ideas and try out
new ways of doing thins?

5.

When something at home or school upsets you,, do you know that your
teacher Will listen to your problem. and 1291p, you?

6.

How often do you get a chance to help decide what you will do in class?

7.' How often does your teacher let you choose an assignment which is interesting to you?
8.

9.

Does your teacher give yoU a chance to ask questions when yeti need help?

IfLI don't like something the teacher tells us to do
feelings and the won't be upset.

2 Coding for this question was reversed.
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I. Can. tell her my
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APPENDIX 1 (Continued)

S

10?.

1

.

Aink is
If I get a grade on an assignment or my report Card'
teacher
about
it'and
she
will
listen
not fair, I can talk With the
Carefully.
A

= .74 (Cronbach's alpha cdefficient) (Coda:

Never=1, Always=5)

Opportunity to Work With Others
1.

Are there times when your. teacher lets you work in smallgroUps?

2.

HoW often do different students get to be class or group leaders?

3.

Does your teacher let you talk quietly in small groups?

%

4.

about in your
How often do you have time during which you can move
classroom?

5.

Does your teacher have you help each other inclass?

Reliability = .53 (Cronbach's alpha coefficient) (Code:

e .

34

Never=], Always=5)

Appendix 2,

Correlaiion.

Matrix for.

Teacher Behavior 'Variables

X

Openness

r

X
2

1

,

Fairness

)'(

3

Interest

4

Aork Opportunity

r

Openness to Students

Fairness

.68

(X2)

interested in Stude t,,Ideas (X3

.79

Opportunity to Work 10,th'Others (X

.54

.43

.49

.77

.48

.66

Opportunity for Self-Direction
la

(X5)

.71

Appendix

'j(

Variable Means and Standard Deviations
v
BlaCks

Student Background Variables

N

Se )(a

S.D.

1610

.52

6
Raceb

1598,

.26

N

.50

403

.44

408

12i

'6.2

1.7

408

1540

21,9

5.3

385

Openness to Students

1510

23.4

7.4

Int67ested in, Student Ideas

1554

14.0

3:8

Fairness

1499

22.7,

6.4

.1583

12.9

1578

12.9

Parent's Education

y

Perents'Support

7

.51

Whites

S.D,

.50

N

,

1182

1

S.D.

,..52---7-6V-------

1190

5.8 \

1.8

1190

21,1

"5 6

1127

874

22.6

7.1

389

13.7

3.8

363

20.8

3.8

391

3.6

381

6.3

22,1

1.7

B.

Teacher Behavior Variables"

.

Opportunity to Work with Others
Opportunity for Self-Direction

Student Attitude
ynicism

!/

I

aDummy variable;,

b

my varible;

\

.

1111' 23:7

7.5

,1139

14,1

3.8

6.1

1111

23.3

6.3

13.1

3.5

1164

12.8

3.7

12.8

3,5

1165

12,9

3.7
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